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Mobile Pixels Geminos 24" monitor
Mobile Pixels presents the innovative Geminos monitor, which will provide you with exceptional working comfort. This model consists of
two screens of 24 inches each, which together create a perfect workspace with 1080P resolution. The monitor provides fantastic image
quality and offers a variety of connectors to make your work easier. It is compatible with a wide range of devices and systems, so you
can use it for both computer work and entertainment such as a console.
 
Phenomenal image quality
The monitor offers exceptional image quality thanks to a 24'' IPS matrix on each screen. LED backlighting, exceptional 6-bit color depth
and 97% coverage of the sRGB color gamut guarantee natural and vivid colors, while the 14 ms response time, 89° viewing angle and
1000:1 contrast ratio ensure smooth and detailed images. A brightness of 250 nits and a refresh rate of 60 Hz guarantee a comfortable
and smooth user experience.
 
Comfortable in all conditions
The screen's finish is anti-glare and matte, which minimizes the effects of glare and light scattering, guaranteeing excellent images even
in harsh lighting conditions. What's more, the adjustability of the screens will allow you to work comfortably whether sitting or standing!
The top monitor moves in an up-and-down line, while you can slide the bottom monitor forward and backward. With Geminos, you will
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create the perfect work environment tailored to you!
 
Wide availability of ports
The monitor is equipped with a variety of connectors and ports, including two USB-A, two USB-C, two HDMI, audio output, Ethernet and
TF/SD  slots.  This  makes  Geminos  suitable  for  both  home  and  work,  allowing  you  to  easily  connect  various  devices  and  expand  the
capabilities of your workstation. In addition, the monitor has a camera that you adjust within 15°, as well as built-in speakers, so you can
have casual online conversations.
 
Efficient and ergonomic
The monitor is energy efficient and consumes only 35W of power. It's  ideal for those looking for a functional monitor that meets their
needs both in terms of image quality and work convenience. The monitor's ergonomic design allows you to make the most of your desk
space, while increasing your workspace.
 
Compatible with most devices
The  Geminos  Mobile  Pixels  monitor  features  wide  compatibility.  It  works  with  popular  operating  systems  such  as  Mac,  Windows  and
Linux,  allowing  seamless  connection  to  a  variety  of  computers  and  devices  and  allowing  you  to  easily  expand  your  workspace  and
increase productivity on the go or at home. Geminos also work with gaming consoles, so you can enjoy a dual-screen experience while
entertaining. Mobile Pixels Geminos is a versatile solution that will satisfy both professional and entertainment needs.
 
Included
Monitor
HDMI cable x2
USB-C cable x2
USB-C cable with USB-A adapter
Power adapter
Manual
Manufacturer
Mobile Pixels
Model
Geminos
Manufacturer code
116-1001P01
Screen diagonal
24'' x2
Screen type
IPS
Backlight
LED
Color depth
6 Bit
Color gamut
97% SRGB
Response time
14 ms
Viewing angle
89°
Contrast
1000:1
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Dimensions
20 x 22''
Thickness
4''
Weight
~9 kg
Color
black
Power consumption
35W
Brightness
250N
PPI
97
Screen finish
Anti-glare/matte
Refresh rate
60Hz
Resolution
1080P
Connections and extensions
USB-A x2, USB-C x2, HDMI x2, Audio out, Ethernet, TF/SD slots
Compatibility
Operating systems: Mac, Windows, Linux

Price:

€ 717.00

IT Accessories, Other
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